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Find your special place...
Maintenance instructions:

Gently wipe with a wet sponge
   and apply cream (vaseline or oil)

Don't soak for long in water

Don't stretch too hard

Love your precious! C
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RA ZEN line of jewelry
is de�ned by its simple lines and speci�c material.

Black foam rubber makes it soft, �exible and resilient,
as well as easy to wear, due to its extremely light weight.

Because of these features,  we are also able to create large
pieces of jewelry that will fully satisfy your hunger for

wearing timeless jewelry.

Our inspiration is a woman in all her forms, appearances and
transformations. Following her experience of the same, whose heart is 
ruled by eternal rebellion, making her always different and innovative, 
through an intelligent and elegant combination of models and fabrics.

This is presented to us by a woman who is perfectly balanced in society.

It leaves no marks on clothes!
Vegan product!

It can be recycled!
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necklaces



necklaces

Necklace “BasicLongMultistrand001”

Simple, handmade, long, multilayer necklace made out of foamy 
rubber is very light to wear. Elegant, minimalist and will be 
noticed for sure.

Necklace “BasicShortMultistrand002”

Simple, handmade, short, multi layer necklace made out of foamy rubber is very light to wear. 
It has a lobster clasp and the length can be adjusted with a 8 cm/3,15 inch chain

Internal volume:

cca 78 cm / 18.11 inch - 100 cm / 39.37 inch

Thickness of rubber:

0,4 cm / 0.16 inch - 0,6 cm / 0.24 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

SKU:

3B-201-N

Internal volume:

cca 46 cm / 18.11 inch

Thickness of rubber:

0,4 cm / 0,16 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber and metal alloys

SKU:

3B-202-N

Retail price:

EUR 66.00

Retail price:

EUR 66.00



Necklace “BasicSimple003”

This offer includes a 6 ring pedant which can be worn either 
individually or in different combinations.
The length can be adjusted with  8 cm/3, inch chain .

Internal volume:

95 cm / 37.4 inch

Thickness of rubber:

cord - 1,2 cm / 0,47 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber and metal alloys

SKU:

3B-203-N

Necklace “BasicSimple004”

A simple, minimalist design that remains impressive!
It has a lobster clasp and the length can be adjusted with a 8 
cm/3,inch chain.
This offer includes 1 ring pedant. 

Internal volume:

44 cm to 52 cm / 17.32 inch to 20.47 inch

Thickness of rubber:

cord - 1,2 cm / 0,47 inch, pedant - 4x0.4 cm / 1.57x0.16 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber and metal alloys

SKU:

3B-204-N
Retail price:

EUR 47.00
Retail price:

EUR 45.00



Internal volume:

cca 61 cm / 24,02 inch

Thickness of rubber:

1 cm / 0,39 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber 

SKU:

3B-205-N

Necklace “BasicSimple006”

This necklace is wearable in many ways. You can let it hang,
or wrap it 2 times around the neck to make it shorter.
Those who want to take a step further in the creativity, can wrap
it around your arm several times and also wear it as a bracelet.

Internal volume:

94 cm / 37 inch

Thickness of rubber:

cord - 1 cm / 0,39 inch, pedant - 4x0.4 cm / 1.57x0.16 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

SKU:

3B-206-N

Necklace “BasicMidiumMultistrand005”

This minimalist necklace with simple �owing lines, is made out of 
4 rubber layers of equal thickness.

Retail price:

EUR 66.00
Retail price:

EUR 45.00



Necklace “BasicChainLong007”

This Necklace is very strong but thanks to the material used it is
elegant and easy to wear.
Designed by stringing round links along a pattern on a chain, it
expresses the strength and power of the person wearing it.

Necklace “BasicChainShort008”

This necklace is inspired by the chain pattern as seen on the 
previous one. It is made shorter than the previous and has a 
lobster clasp with which the length can be adjusted with an
8 cm / 3.15 inch chain.

Internal volume:

95 cm / 37.4 inch

Thickness of rubber:

1 cm / 0,39 inch and 1,2 cm / 0,47 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber 

SKU:

3B-207-N

Internal volume:

55 cm / 21.65 inch

Thickness of rubber:

1 cm / 0,39 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber and metal alloys

SKU:

3B-208-N

Retail price:

EUR 129.00

Retail price:

EUR 92.00



Necklace “BasicSimple009”

Necklace of minimalist design can be wearable in several ways.
Once wrapped around the neck it falls down the abdomen.If 
wrapped once more, it stand tightly around the neck.

Necklace “ShapeyGeometric001”

This uniquely designed necklace will give your out�t a
sophisticated avantgarde look.
It has a lobster clasp and the length can be adjusted with a 
8 cm / 3,15 inch chain.

Internal volume:

66 cm / 25.99 inch

Thickness of rubber:

cord - 0.8 cm / 0,31 inch, pedant - 2 cm / 0,79 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber 

SKU:

3B-209-N

Internal volume:

44 cm to 52 cm / 17.32 inch to 20.47 inch

Thickness of rubber:

cord - 1,2 cm / 0,47 inch, pedant - 2 cm / 0,79 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber and metal alloys

SKU:

5S-301-N
Retail price:

EUR 45.00
Retail price:

EUR 51.00



Necklace “ShapeyBowChoker002”

We all love bows, so we designed a choker that takes us back to 
the 1920s, the Charleston era with the addition of a bow. It pairs 
up nicely with a basic white T-shirt as well!
The length can be adjusted with a 8 cm / 3,15 inch 

Necklace “ShapeyBowChoker003”

This choker is similar to the previous one.The difference is in the 
bow itself, giving it more dimension by making it look like an 
ordinary bow made with fabric ribbon.
It also has a chain that allows size adjustment up to 8 cm / 3.15 inch.

Internal volume:

31 - 39 cm / 12.20 - 15.35 inch

Thickness of rubber:

cord - 2.5x0.4 cm / 0.98x0.16 inch, bow - 3x0.4 cm / 1.18x0.16 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber and metal alloys

SKU:

5S-302-N

Internal volume:

31 - 39 cm / 12.20 - 15.35 inch

Thickness of rubber:

cord and bow - 2.5x0.4 cm / 0.98x0.16 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber and metal alloys

SKU:

5S-303-N

Retail price:

EUR 51.00

Retail price:

EUR 53.00



Necklace “ShapeyScarf004”

This speci�c necklace can be worn in many different ways 
aswell.
By simply wrapping it around your neck, you can make it longer 
or shorter. If wrapped once, you can tie its ends in many
different ways, making it different each time.

Necklace “DystopianTie001”

This one of a kind unique design necklace is made for a woman 
with a fashionable statement.
It has a lobster clasp and the length can be adjusted with
a 8 cm / 3,15 inch chain.

Length:

180 cm / 70.87 inch

Thickness of rubber:

cord - 1 cm / 0.39inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber and metal alloys

SKU:

5S-304-N

Internal volume:

44 cm to 52 cm / 17.32 inch to 20.47 inch

Thickness of rubber:

cord - 1,2 cm / 0,47 inch, pedant - 0.8 cm / 0,31 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber and metal alloys

SKU:

9D-401-N
Retail price:

EUR 59.00
Retail price:

EUR 63.00



Necklace “DystopianMacrame002”

This very special necklace is inspired by friendship bracelets
made with the macrame technique.
It looks massive and powerful, and thanks to our speci�c
rubber, it is extremely light and easy to wear.
This necklace also has a lobster clasp and the length can be 
adjusted with a 8 cm / 3,15 inch chain.

Necklace “DystopianScarf003”

Designed to stand close to the neck, and in the middle, which
slopes down to the level of plexus on both sides, it is also
interesting for everyone who likes to wear deeply unbuttoned 
shirts or V-shirts.
Has adjustable length with a 8 cm / 3,15 inch chain.

Length:

52 cm / 20.47 inch

Thickness of rubber:

1,2 cm / 0,47 inch and 0.6 cm / 0,24 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber and metal alloys

SKU:

9D-402-N

Internal volume:

44 cm to 52 cm / 17.32 inch to 20.47 inch

Thickness of rubber:

0.8x0.8 cm / 0,31x0.31 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber and metal alloys

SKU:

9D-403-N
Retail price:

EUR 99.00
Retail price:

EUR 108.00



Necklace “DystopianMultistringBelt005”

As we are proponents of jewelry and clothing that can be worn in
many ways, we designed this necklace as well. You can tie it
around your neck in as many ways as your creativity is great, and
can also be worn as a belt!

Necklace “DystopianBasic004”

Speci�c by its very minimalist design.
It can be easily worn by people of different clothing styles. This 
necklace will be loved by everyone from those who wears a 
sporty style, through elegant to avant-garde.
It has an 8 cm / 3.15 inch length adjustment chain.

Lenght:

48 cm to 56 cm / 18,90 inch to 22,04 inch

Thickness:

3 cm / 1,187 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber and metal alloys

SKU:

9D-404-N

Length:

185 cm / 72.83 inch

Thickness of rubber:

cord - 0,4 cm / 0,16 inch, pedant - 2 cm / 0,79 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

SKU:

9D-405-N
Retail price:

EUR 106.00

Retail price:

EUR 88.00



bracelets



bracelets

Bracelet “Basic001”

The “Basic” line of bracelets is designed so that each can be worn
separately or combined with other simple pro�les.
The �rst in a series is this round bracelet. Like all the others, we 
are offering it in 3 different sizes.

Bracelet “Basic002”

The second bracelet in the “Basic” line is a square cross-section,
the outer edge  which protrudes more than the others, making
a sharper silhouette than the bracelets from this line.

Internal volume:

S - 17.60 cm / 6.93 inch
M - 18.80 cm / 7.40 inch
L - 19.50 cm / 7.68 inch

Thickness of rubber:

2 cm / 0.79 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

Internal volume:

S - 19.00 cm / 7.48 inch
M - 20.00 cm / 7.87 inch
L - 21.00 cm / 8.27 inch

Thickness of rubber:

2 x 2 cm / 0.79 x 0.79 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

SKU:

3B-101S-B
3B-101M-B
3B-101L-B

SKU:

3B-102S-B
3B-102M-B
3B-102L-B

Retail price:

EUR 26.00

Retail price:

EUR 26.00



Bracelet “Basic003”

A simple rectangular pro�le bracelet combines easily and
effectively with other bracelets. If you want to wear it alone, with
its simple form, each of your out�ts will make it interesting.

Internal volume:

S - 19.00 cm / 7.48 inch
M - 20.00 cm / 7.87 inch
L - 21.00 cm / 8.27 inch

Thickness of rubber:

2x1.5 cm / 0.79x inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

Bracelet “Basic004”

Beautiful minimalist bracelet with a rectangular cross-section.
Although big in appearance, it is extremely easy to carry.
Foam rubber gives it �exibility and lightness.

Internal volume:

S - 19.30 cm / 7.60 inch
M - 20.50 cm / 8.07 inch
L - 22.00 cm / 8.66 inch

Thickness of rubber:

4x1 cm / 1.57x0.39 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

SKU:

3B-103S-B
3B-103M-B
3B-103L-B

SKU:

3B-104S-B
3B-104M-B
3B-104L-B

Retail price:

EUR 26.00
Retail price:

EUR 30.00



Bracelet “Basic005”

Similar to the previous bracelet "Basic004", but 1 cm thicker.
It comes in 3 sizes and is very easy to put on because of its
softness and �exibility.
It looks powerful when it is alone and extremely compatible
with other bracelets from this line.

Internal volume:

S - 19.30 cm / 7.60 inch
M - 20.50 cm / 8.07 inch
L - 22.00 cm / 8.66 inch

Thickness of rubber:

5x1 cm / 1.97x0.39 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

Bracelet “Basic006”

As many women like to have a set of necklaces and bracelets,
we made an offer for them as well.
This bracelet is identical in design to the necklace under the
code 3B-204-N which makes them a simple set to wear for 
every day.

Internal volume:

S - 17.60 cm / 6.93 inch
M - 18.80 cm / 7.40 inch
L - 19.50 cm / 7.68 inch

Thickness of rubber:

cord - 1,2 cm / 0,47 inch, pedant - 4x0.4 cm / 1.57x0.16 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

SKU:

3B-105S-B
3B-105M-B
3B-105L-B

SKU:

3B-106S-B
3B-106M-B
3B-106L-B

Retail price:

EUR 30.00
Retail price:

EUR 32.00

Necklace
“BasicSimple004”

SKU:

3B-204-N
PAGE:
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a similar necklace



Bracelet “BasicChain007”

Following the design of a necklace, modeled on asimple knitted 
chain. The two sizes cover all the dimensions of the hand to make 
the bracelet perfectly �t.
The softness of the material and the stretchability provided by
this kind of knitting make the bracelet ideally adaptable to each
wrist.

Bracelet “Basic008”

Another in a series of simple, minimalist designs.
Very effective if worn alone and is easily combined with other 
bracelets from this line.

Internal volume:

S - 17.00 cm / 6.69 inch
M - 19.00 cm / 7.48 inch
L - 19.50 cm / 7.68 inch

Thickness of rubber:

0,8 cm / 0,31 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

Internal volume:

S - 19.30 cm / 7.60 inch
M - 20.50 cm / 8.07 inch
L - 22.00 cm / 8.66 inch

Thickness of rubber:

4.2x0.5 cm / 1,65x0,19 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

SKU:

3B-108S-B
3B-108M-B
3B-108L-B

SKU:

3B-107S-B
3B-107M-B
3B-107L-B

Retail price:

EUR 48.00

Retail price:

EUR 37.00

Necklace
“BasicChainLong007”

SKU:

3B-207-N
PAGE:
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Necklace
“BasicSimple006”

SKU:

3B-206-N
PAGE:

6
a similar necklace



Bracelet “DystopianTassel004”

The raw tassel-shaped pedant is an original feature of this model.
The “Dystopian” line is guided by the idea of what jewelry will look
like in the future where the world is running out, made from
materials we found somewhere along the way where we traverse.

Bracelet “ShapeyCircle001”

Embodying a visual form of a watch, this bracelet is an ideal
piece of jewelry for anyone who loves watches, but is not limited
by time.

Internal volume:

S - 17.60 cm / 6.93 inch
M - 18.80 cm / 7.40 inch
L - 19.50 cm / 7.68 inch

Thickness of rubber:

cord - 1,2 cm / 0,47 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

Internal volume:

S - 16 cm / 6.30 inch
M - 17.50 cm / 6.89 inch
L - 19.00 cm / 7.48 inch

Thickness of rubber:

cord - 1,5x0.3 cm / 0,59x0.12 inch, pedant - 1,2 cm / 0,47 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

SKU:

5S-301S-B
5S-301M-B
5S-301L-B

SKU:

9D-404S-B
9D-404M-B
9D-404L-B

Retail price:

EUR 35.00
Retail price:

EUR 46.00

Necklace
“Shapey
Geometric001”

SKU:

5S-301-N
PAGE:

8a similar necklace

Necklace
“Dystopian

MultistringBelt006”

SKU:

0D-405-N
PAGE:

12 a similar necklace



Bracelet “ShapeyBow002”

For all women who express their tenderness with a �rm
attitude. The bow as a symbol of softness and celebration of
life manifested in black massive but soft rubber will leave the
impression of a �rm femininity.

Bracelet “ShapeyBow003”

With the same idea as the previous one in its larger edition, it will
re�ect the overall strength and beauty that a woman possesses.

Internal volume:

S - 17.60 cm / 6.93 inch
M - 18.80 cm / 7.40 inch
L - 19.50 cm / 7.68 inch

Thickness of rubber:

cord - 2.5x0.4 cm / 0.98x0.16 inch, bow - 3x0.4 cm / 1.18x0.16 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

Internal volume:

S - 17.60 cm / 6.93 inch
M - 18.80 cm / 7.40 inch
L - 19.50 cm / 7.68 inch

Thickness of rubber:

cord - 3x0.4 cm / 1.18x0.16 inch, bow - 4.5x0.4 cm / 1.77x0.16 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

SKU:

5S-302S-B
5S-302M-B
5S-302L-B

SKU:

5S-303S-B
5S-303M-B
5S-303L-B

Retail price:

EUR 43.00

Retail price:

EUR 48.00

Necklace
“Shapey
BowChoker002”

SKU:

5S-302-N
PAGE:

9a similar necklace



Bracelet “ShapeyButter�y004”

This bracelet exudes an interesting shift from geometry to
trigonometry. Seen on a chair as a sculptural object, a different
shape is visible from each different point of view. From the 
shape of a ball, through metamorphic lines all the way to the 
silhouette of a butter�y.

Bracelet “ShapeyTear005”

By joining a longer pro�le of foam rubber 2x2 cm, the teardrop 
shape was obtained in a shifted way.
Again a simple line that stands out with asmall change of the 
usual.

Internal volume:

S - 17.00 cm / 6.69 inch
M - 19.00 cm / 7.48 inch

Thickness of rubber:

1.0 cm / 0,39 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

Internal volume:

S - 17.60 cm / 6.93 inch
M - 18.80 cm / 7.40 inch
L - 19.50 cm / 7.68 inch

Thickness of rubber:

2.00 x 2.00 cm / 0.79 x 0.79 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

SKU:

5S-305S-B
5S-305M-B
5S-305L-B

SKU:

5S-304S-B
5S-304M-B

Retail price:

EUR 39.00
Retail price:

EUR 37.00



Bracelet “ShapeyWoundUp006”

An interesting asymmetrical shape of the bracelet was 
obtained by simply wrapping the rubber. The joints in which 
they touch form a pure geometric pattern, making it look like
we have 3 bracelets and not one.

Bracelet “Dystopian001”

Another in the series of “Dystopian” styles. Leaving the
structure of the tire interior visible and the raw knot tying
give the impression of "coincidence".

Internal volume:

S - 17.60 cm / 6.93 inch
M - 18.80 cm / 7.40 inch
L - 19.50 cm / 7.68 inch9.50 cm / 7.68 inch

Thickness of rubber:

0,8 cm / 0,31 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

Internal volume:

S - 19.30 cm / 7.60 inch
M - 20.50 cm / 8.07 inch
L - 22.00 cm / 8.66 inch

Thickness of rubber:

4.2x0.5 cm / 1,65x0,19 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

SKU:

9D-401S-B
9D-401M-B
9D-401L-B

SKU:

5S-306S-B
5S-306M-B
5S-306L-B

3B-107-B

Retail price:

EUR 48.00

Retail price:

EUR 38.00

a similar necklaceNecklace
“Dystopian

Tie001”

SKU:

9D-401-N
PAGE:
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Bracelet “DystopianMacrame002”

This is a so-called friendship bracelet from RA design. 
The Macrame pattern, which is normally used to make 
friendship bracelets, in RA design rubber exudes 
elegance and sophistication.

Bracelet  “DystopianSticks003”

Seemingly messy rubber sticks make this bracelet extremely
interesting. Although its form is reminiscent of "coincidence",
it assures you that coincidences do not exist.

Internal volume:

S - 17.00 cm / 6.69 inch
M - 19.00 cm / 7.48 inch

Thickness of rubber:

1.50x0.50 cm  / 0.59x0.20 inch and 0,8 cm / 0,31 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

Internal volume:

17.60 cm / 6.93 inch

Thickness of rubber:

2.00 x 2.00 cm / 0.79 x 0.79 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

SKU:

9D-402S-B
9D-402M-B

SKU:

9D-403-B

Retail price:

EUR 48.00
Retail price:

EUR 49.00

Necklace
“Dystopian
Macrame002”

SKU:

9D-402N
PAGE:
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a similar necklace

Necklace
“Dystopian
Scarf003”

SKU:

9D-403N
PAGE:

11a similar necklace



Bracelet  “RAwFuturism002”

Since all bracelets from this series is made by hand, keeping the 
same concept, they will each look a little different.
This is just another goal we wanted to achieve - uniqueness! 

Bracelet  “RAwFuturism001”

The idea of the "RAwFuturism" style was making something that 
looks clean, soft to the touch, �exible and light look a little 
deeper. Cutting the surface opens a whole new world of 
textures that artistically satisfy the view.

Internal volume:

S - 19.30 cm / 7.60 inch
M - 20.50 cm / 8.07 inch
L - 22.00 cm / 8.66 inch

Thickness of rubber:

4x1 cm / 1.57x0.39 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber

SKU:

7RF-501S-B
7RF-501M-B
7RF-501L-B

SKU:

7RF-502S-B
7RF-502M-B
7RF-502L-B

Internal volume:

S - 19.30 cm / 7.60 inch
M - 20.50 cm / 8.07 inch
L - 22.00 cm / 8.66 inch

Thickness of rubber:

4 x 0,4 cm / 1.57 x 0.16 inch

Compositions:

Foam rubber
Retail price:

EUR 48.00

Retail price:

EUR 54.00



RA design, Bukovac Gornji 45, 10 000 Zagreb, Croatia
+385 91 505 7775

 info@radesign-fashion.com
www.radesign-fashion.com


